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Q. Are you the same Bruce Williams who previously filed direct, rebuttal and sur-1

surrebuttal testimony in this proceeding?2

A. Yes.3

Q. What are the purposes of your supplemental testimony?4

A. My testimony demonstrates that the Commission’s disallowance of $26.63 million,5

on an Oregon-allocated and grossed-up basis, in Order No. 05-1050 (the “Order”)6

will result in a significantly negative impact on the return on equity the Company7

would have any reasonable expectation of earning. These results demonstrate that the8

Commission’s tax adjustment in this case leads to rates which fall below the “fair,9

just and reasonable” rate standard required by SB 408. Further, I will explain the risk10

of a downgrade in the Company’s credit rating as a result of the Order. Lastly, I11

provide new evidence of the benefit of PacifiCorp’s affiliation with ScottishPower,12

demonstrating conclusively that the required benefits and burdens test for the tax13

adjustment cannot be satisfied in this case.14

Q. Have you considered the impact the Order will have on PacifiCorp’s financial15

position?16

A. Yes. The impact on PacifiCorp is significantly negative for several reasons. First,17

the Company will have no reasonable opportunity to earn the authorized 10% return18

on equity that was stipulated to and approved in the Order. Based on Oregon19

normalized results of operations for the test period of 12 months ending20

December 31, 2006, the Company’s projected return on equity will be 8.4%; that is,21

160 basis points lower than the approved 10%, based on the $16.07 million tax22

expense adjustment. That disparity is due to the fact that in arriving at the tax23
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adjustment, the Commission essentially assumed that the Company will not have that1

tax expense, which as explained by Larry Martin in his Supplemental Testimony, is2

erroneous. The Company’s actual results for calendar year 2006 will not have the3

benefit of the $16.07 million interest deduction assumed by the Commission. The4

Company has chronically under-earned over the past few years as it has faced5

increasing costs and investment needs. For instance, the semi-annual report for the6

year ended March 31, 2005 showed its unadjusted Oregon return on equity to be7

7.07%, and its adjusted return on equity to be 6.895%. The Commission’s Order8

ensures that this ultimately unsustainable pattern of underearning could continue9

under the rates in effect pursuant to the Order, as the authorized return on equity is10

now effectively 8.4%.11

Q. Is a reduced return on equity the only impact of the tax expense disallowance?12

A. No. In addition to the impact on return on equity, the disallowance also negatively13

impacts key financial ratios underlying PacifiCorp’s credit rating. Without the14

disallowance, PacifiCorp’s ratios were already sufficiently borderline between its15

current ‘A-’ credit rating by Standard & Poor’s and a BBB rating that it has been16

necessary to rely upon the benefit from ScottishPower ownership in order to avoid a17

downgrade. As the table below illustrates, however, the negative change in those18

ratios heightens the risk of a downgrade as PacifiCorp moves further down the scale19

of BBB ratios. The table below compares the key financial ratios that result from the20

Order to the S&P benchmarks.21

22
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1
Oregon2

S&P Guideline for Normalized Pass/Fail ‘A’ S&P Guideline Indicative3
A Rating Category* Result** Guideline? For BBB Category* Rating4

5
FFO/ 4.5x – 3.8x 3.6x Fail 3.8x - 2.8x high BBB6
Interest7

8
FFO/ 30% - 22% 17% Fail 22% - 15% low BBB9
Total Debt10

11
Debt/ 42% - 50% 56% Fail 50% - 60% mid BBB12
Capitalization13

14
*for Business Position 5 (i.e. PacifiCorp)15
**includes S&P adjustments for imputed debt16

17

What this comparison shows is that based on the metrics used by Standard & Poor’s18

in establishing credit rating for a company such as PacifiCorp, a mid-BBB to weak-19

BBB rating would likely be given.20

In that context, it is important to note that being just barely within the S&P21

guidelines’ ranges is not a preferred position, since it does not leave the Company22

acceptable “headroom” in the event of unusual and significant occurrences, such as23

the power cost upswing of 2000-2001. It is best to be positioned such that anomalous24

events do not cause a change in credit rating due to the metrics moving outside the25

guidelines. Inadequate headroom exposes customers to increased risk of the adverse26

consequences of a credit rating downgrade.27

The tax expense disallowance may have an additional adverse impact on the28

Company’s risk profile as a result of the underearning it causes. With less earnings,29

the Company will have less income tax expense, leading to further downward30
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pressure on rates. Further rate reductions in turn may increase the Company’s1

business risk.2

Q. What would be the consequence of a credit rating downgrade?3

A. There would be two primary impacts, both negative: higher cost of debt for the4

Company, and reduced access to borrowed capital, at a time when PacifiCorp will5

need to invest approximately one billion dollars per year for the next several years.6

The significant impact for the Company’s customers would be higher rates due to the7

higher cost of capital, but there are additional impacts as well, such as reduced access8

to long-term markets for power purchases and sales, and more onerous collateral9

requirements related to such transactions. Those more onerous collateral10

requirements, which are potentially very substantial, can in turn put constraints on the11

Company’s ability to make investments in facilities for customers. The costs of these12

impacts, especially in light of wholesale power market cost increases, could far13

exceed the amount of the tax adjustment.14

Q. Have you received any indications that the Order will negatively impact the15

Company’s credit rating?16

A. Yes. Following issuance of the Order, Standard & Poor’s published a note on17

October 7, 2005, regarding the Order’s tax disallowance, stating that “the ruling is18

adverse for credit quality.” Exhibit PPL/318 at 1. The note warned that in the future19

there could be an adverse ratings action due to the disallowance. Whether an adverse20

ratings action occurs will be dependent on a number of factors, including the21

provisions of the permanent rules to be adopted for implementation of SB 408.22
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Q. Have institutions other than Standard & Poor’s expressed concern regarding the1

impact of the Order?2

A. Yes. Consistent with the concern reflected in the S&P note, representatives of3

Barclay’s Bank, JP Morgan and BNP Paribas, all of whom have substantial financial4

commitments to PacifiCorp, have expressed to me concerns not only about the5

magnitude of the dollar impact from the disallowance, but also its very nature, in that6

it flows to ratepayers the tax benefits of non-regulated affiliates. That is, such an7

adjustment will tend to negatively impact the risk profile of the Company in that the8

performance of nonregulated affiliates may now impact the Company’s rate of return.9

Q. If the Commission were to apply a benefits and burdens test in considering10

whether to make an adjustment for consolidated tax filing benefits, is there new11

evidence relevant to that issue?12

A. Yes. On September 20, 2005, Standard & Poor’s issued a credit note assigning13

preliminary ratings to PacifiCorp’s first mortgage bonds and senior unsecured14

obligations under a recently filed registration statement. The note states that “the15

current ‘A-’ corporate credit rating on PacifiCorp is based on ScottishPower’s16

consolidated credit profile, whose solid financial performance has compensated for its17

weaker U.S. utility.” Exhibit PPL/319. Similarly, the October 7 note by S&P pointed18

out that “[c]ritical to understanding” its decision not to take rating action in the short19

term as a result of the Order “is the fact that PacifiCorp’s current ‘A-’ corporate credit20

rating (CCR) is based on the consolidated credit quality of Scottish Power.” This is21

additional reaffirmation of my prior testimony that PacifiCorp is benefited, not22

burdened, by its relationship with ScottishPower, and that with the absence of a23
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negative credit impact from that relationship, there is no basis for the disallowance1

imposed by the Commission.2

Q. Does this conclude your supplemental testimony?3

A. Yes, it does.4
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Q. Are you the same Larry Martin who previously filed rebuttal testimony and1

sursurrebuttal testimony in this proceeding?2

A. Yes.3

Q. What are the purposes of your testimony?4

A. My previous testimony explained why a consolidated tax adjustment based upon5

PHI’s interest deduction was unfounded and inappropriate in this case. While my6

position on this basic point has not changed, because the Commission has decided to7

invoke SB 408 in this case to make a tax adjustment, my supplemental testimony8

provides additional, necessary facts upon which any such adjustment must be based if9

the Commission were to decide to retain such an adjustment. I demonstrate that the10

Commission’s disallowance of $26.63 million, on an Oregon-allocated and grossed-11

up basis, was inaccurately calculated, failed to take into account known and12

measurable changes, and relied on the faulty premise that the adjustment is consistent13

with Senate Bill 408. Specifically, I show that the adjustment, when calculated with14

an appropriate allocation factor and considering known and measurable changes in15

the calendar year 2006 (CY06) test year, should be approximately $1.4 million on an16

Oregon-allocated basis, which is approximately $2.3 million on a grossed-up basis.17

Further, the Commission failed to consider significant aspects of Senate Bill 408 in18

making its adjustment.19

Q. Please explain your statement that the disallowance was based on an inaccurate20

calculation.21

A. In Order 05-1050 (the“Rate Order”), the Commission calculated the adjustment by22

apportioning to PacifiCorp a percentage of the fiscal year 2005 (FY05) PacifiCorp23
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Holdings, Inc. (“PHI”) interest deduction based on PacifiCorp’s contribution of1

“gross profits” to the PHI affiliated group. As the Commission notes in the Rate2

Order, however, taxes are based upon net taxable income, not gross profits. Gross3

profits, which exclude expenses and deductions, are not a rational method of4

apportionment. As I stated in my sur-surrebuttal testimony, and as intimated by the5

Commission in its order, relative taxable income is a more rational apportionment6

factor.7

Q. What was PacifiCorp’s contribution to the PHI group’s taxable income in8

FY05?9

A. PHI is now in the process of finalizing its FY05 federal tax return, which must be10

filed by December 15, 2005. Based upon the near-final return, PacifiCorp11

contributed 49% of PHI’s group taxable income in FY05.12

Q. Was this relative taxable income percentage available earlier?13

A. No. Because it was not, I had originally estimated a higher percentage, 61.5%, and14

offered testimony on this percentage at hearing. CUB objected to this testimony and,15

to facilitate settlement and avoid an extension of the suspension period, PacifiCorp16

agreed to withdraw my testimony on the estimate of the percentage. At the time of17

this agreement, however, PacifiCorp was not aware that the Commission would make18

a tax adjustment based on SB 408 or its “principles” using gross profits as an19

allocation factor, and imply that relative taxable income was the appropriate20

allocation factor. Nor was the Company aware that the Commission would on its21

own add more than $10 million to the tax adjustment CUB actually proposed in the22

case (see Transcript of UE 170 hearing at 167; Cross-examination of Bob Jenks;23
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Oregon allocated revenue requirement impact of CUB adjustment is $14.8 million;1

CUB not proposing to tax-adjust or gross-up this amount to a larger adjustment).2

Because of these developments, PacifiCorp has sought rehearing to ensure that the tax3

adjustment, if it is retained by the Commission notwithstanding PacifiCorp’s4

arguments in its Application for Rehearing and Reconsideration, is at least calculated5

accurately. PHI has now nearly finalized its FY05 tax return and based upon the most6

recent information available, PacifiCorp’s relative taxable income percentage,7

approximately 49%, was lower than originally estimated.8

Q. Is PacifiCorp’s contribution to the PHI group’s taxable income expected to9

increase in CY06?10

A. No. It is expected to decrease based upon projected revenue increases for11

nonregulated affiliates within the PHI consolidated group and potential corporate12

restructuring. Furthermore, assuming regulatory approval in each of PacifiCorp’s13

jurisdictions of the pending joint application by MidAmerican Energy Holdings14

Company (“MEHC”) and PacifiCorp for approval of MEHC’s acquisition of15

PacifiCorp, PacifiCorp will no longer contribute any income to the PHI affiliated16

group.17

Q. The Commission’s Rate Order indicates that the PHI interest deduction is a18

“constant” that SB 408 requires the Commission to pass on to customers. Is this19

true?20

A. No. Over the past several years, the interest deduction has decreased significantly. In21

2006, it is expected to decrease even further.22
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Q. Which known and measurable changes in CY06 should the Commission’s Rate1

Order reflect?2

A. First, the Commission’s Rate Order should account for a change in the PHI debt3

structure, which occurred on September 22, 2005, and which will decrease PHI’s4

interest deduction in the test year. This change decreased the level of interest that5

PHI will pay in CY06 to $122 million, which is significantly less than the6

$160 million assumed by the Commission in the calculation of the disallowance.7

Second, the Rate Order also failed to consider the offsetting effect of8

ScottishPower’s tax payments in CY06. The Rate Order concluded that the PHI9

interest deduction will decrease the CY06 tax liability of PacifiCorp’s corporate10

family by 37.95%. This is not true. In fact, the PHI interest deduction will decrease11

the CY06 tax liability of PacifiCorp’s corporate family by only 7.95%. As a result of12

the passage of the UK Finance Act of 2005, ScottishPower now pays taxes at a rate of13

30% on the PHI interest payments. Thus, ScottishPower will pay taxes at a rate of14

30% in CY06 on any PHI interest payments it receives.15

Q. Why should the Commission consider ScottishPower’s tax payments?16

A. ScottishPower’s tax payments are actual tax payments on the PHI interest.17

Furthermore, ScottishPower is PHI’s only shareholder and therefore PacifiCorp’s18

ultimate shareholder. The notion that underlies the disallowance—i.e., that PHI or19

the PHI group receives an economic windfall benefit from the PHI tax deduction—is20

unfounded. Not only does PHI suffer a burden that creates the deduction (it makes21

the interest payment), ScottishPower pays tax on the income it receives from PHI.22

Thus, the alleged economic benefit to the PHI group of the interest deduction cannot23
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be more than the difference between the PHI tax savings and the ScottishPower tax1

burden.2

Q. You state that the Commission’s adjustment, when calculated with a correct3

allocation factor and considering known and measurable changes in the CY064

test year, would be $2.3 million on an Oregon-allocated and grossed-up basis.5

How exactly did you calculate this figure?6

A. The figure is derived as follows: ((PHI interest deduction * combined U.S. effective7

tax rate) – (PHI interest payment * UK tax rate)) * Percentage of PHI group taxable8

income from PacifiCorp * Oregon allocation factor on an SNP basis * tax gross-up9

factor = adjustment to revenue requirement. In numeric form, the calculation is as10

follows: (($122m * 37.95%) – ($122m* 30%)) * 49.4862% * 28.8723% = 1.386m *11

1.657 = $2.296 million.12

Q. You also say that the Commission’s reliance on Senate Bill 408 is faulty. Please13

explain.14

A. The Commission’s adjustment fails to consider facts relevant to a Senate Bill 40815

analysis, which, if considered, would have decreased the adjustment considerably.16

For instance, calculations under SB 408 of actual taxes paid are to include tax17

payments to units of government without regard to the tax year for which those18

payments were made. The Rate Order fails to do this because it does not consider tax19

settlement payments that PacifiCorp’s affiliated group made to units of government in20

FY05 (for years other than FY05), which totaled in excess of $70 million.21

Senate Bill 408 also directs the Commission to compare taxes collected in22

rates with cash tax payments, increased by the amount of tax savings from23
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PacifiCorp’s charitable contributions and by the amount of tax savings associated1

with PacifiCorp’s investments in utility operations to the extent those expenditures2

were not included in rates, and adjusted by deferred taxes related to PacifiCorp’s3

regulated operations. The Rate Order fails to do this because it does not consider any4

of these effects, including adjustment for the tax savings of over $435,000 and5

deferred taxes of over $44 million related to PacifiCorp’s regulated operations in6

Oregon.7

Q. Does this conclude your supplemental testimony?8

A. Yes, it does.9


